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Ophthalmologists are saving time and money by switching 
to ChartLogic EMR because, simply put, it works.

ChartLogic EMR captures the clinical encounter electronically 

without making you change your workflow, which is why so many 

ophthalmologists have trusted ChartLogic with their paperless office  

needs. By combining robust but easy-to-use technology with a tool  

you’ve been using all along—your voice—we’ve made charting more 

efficient than ever.

Technology That Works For You
ChartLogic EMR for Ophthalmology

I see anywhere from 35 to 50 
patients per day. When I leave at 
4:30pm, I’m always done with all of 
my charting and paperwork. I love 
ChartLogic.”

“

Ming Chen, MD,
Ophthalmology

http://go.chartlogic.com/l/76372/2015-05-26/2ckbf
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EMR

EMR for Ophthalmology Overview
Technology Built Around the 
Power of Your Voice
Many EMR vendors use voice dictation to improve 

their electronic charting process, but all fall short 

of the voice-driven technology of ChartLogic 

EMR. Our integrated PrecisionVoice™ employs 

superior command and control voice navigation 

and highly accurate speech recognition for more 

efficient charting from day one. An extensive 

library of specialty specific vocabularies combined 

with templates, SmartFields™, macros, and other 

customization tools allows you to complete a unique 

patient record in 90 seconds or less.

Flexible Tools That Adapt to
Ophthalmology Workflows
ChartLogic EMR includes many customizable

features and modules that will streamline your

practice, making your investment in a paperless

office truly worthwhile. You can prescribe

medications electronically with ePrescribe, manage

and create templates using ChartLogic’s Template

Builder, and get the most out of your billing with E/M

Consultant. With a variety of flexible tools at your

disposal, ChartLogic EMR adapts to your workflow

without forcing you to change the way you work.

Create patient notes in less
than 90 seconds.
Electronic charting has little value if you’re

constantly clicking through drop boxes and

searching hundreds of pop-up pages, which is

why ChartLogic displays a complete patient note

on a single screen. Everything from medical

history to diagnosis codes to referral reply

letters can be accessed from this screen,

making it easy for you to complete a comprehensive

note without getting lost in forms and files. The end

result is an electronic note in <90 seconds.

ChartLogic EMR Benefits 
for Ophthalmology
•   Powerful dictation technology

•   Opthalmology-specific templates

•   Simple one-screen charting

•   90-second patient notes

Additional Services:
•   Data conversion

•   Meaningful Use consulting

•   Training and implementation

EXPERIENCE THE CHARTLOGIC EMR DIFFERENCE

Core Features:
PrecisionVoice™

Exam Screen

Provider Dashboard

Patient Tracker

Messaging

Case Management

Template Builder

Reports/Audits

E/M Consultant

Flowsheets

Illustrator

Referrals &
Referral Reply Letter

Key Modules:

ePrescribe

Meaningful Use

Document Management

Patient Education

CPOE/Labs
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